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Legislative Search and Detailed Lobbying Financials Added to Washington Representatives Online
(Bethesda, Md.) Lobbyists.info is pleased to announce a major expansion to its Washington
Representatives Online database of federal lobbying contacts. In particular, two major enhancements
have taken place this week: the addition of bill data and detailed breakouts of how much money is being
paid and received for lobbying services as they relate to specific firm/client relationships.
Joel Poznansky, President of Columbia Books & Information Services, Lobbyists.info’s parent company,
remarked, “For over 40 years the print edition of Washington Representatives has served as the Bible of
the legislative and political community. Just a few years ago, the addition of detailed bill data and
lobbying financials would not have been possible. Now, as we expand beyond the realm of print, we are
incredibly pleased to offer this wealth of information to the lobbying community online.”
BILL SEARCH & LEGISLATIVE RELATIONSHIP LINKS UNCOVERED: Now, detailed information on specific
pieces of legislation has been added, allowing users to identify the exact bills that a lobbyist is working
on and what other organizations and individuals are tied to the same legislation. An easy bill search has
also been added allowing you to quickly look up bills by name or number. This revolutionary addition
opens an entirely new avenue for tracking legislative influence.
FOLLOW THE MONEY: Users can now identify money spent to lobby on specific legislative issues and
income and spending breakdowns by firm/client relationship.
This all-in-one tool provides endless new opportunities for lobbyists and government relations
professionals. Users can track their competition to see who they are working with, how much they are
being paid and what specific bills they are working on. Additionally, like-minded advocates can now
quickly and easily identify potential coalition partners.
Lobbyists.info is the number one resource for information on government relations and lobbying
relationships. In addition to the complete federal lobbying and congressional databases it also houses
the Lobbying Ethics & Compliance Center, which provides information on the latest rules and regulations
on lobbying ethics and procedure.
For more information or to preview this all-in-one lobbying tool visit www.lobbyists.info.

